I&A CASE Injury & Ailment Case
Lid’s Clear Pockets And Hook-And-Loop
Fasteners Allow Secure Storage and
Quick Inventory...

Engineering excellence is a hallmark of North American Rescue. With our Injury and
Ailment Case (I&A), engineering excellence is evident in every detail. Designed for
healthcare professionals on the move, this pelican case is a tribute to the experts
who developed it as well as to the experts who use it.
Engineering excellence prompted a lid organizer that opens double for double
capacity. The lid’s clear pockets with hook-and-loop attachments allow quick
inventory and efficient storage of medications. The lids have other advantages, too.
A polymer O-ring creates a seal that is dust-proof and waterproof. The rubberized
sure-grip handle is reliable in any weather. Engineering excellence made this
med case exceptionally secure. The case is lockable, of course, but that’s just the
beginning.
Stainless steel reinforced padlock protectors provide a second-layer of defense
against cutting and theft. The med box also features double-throw latches which
are engineered to tolerate up to 400 pounds of pressure, yet open with a light pull.
The case’s standard automatic Gore-TEX pressure equalization valve not only stops
moisture from entering the case, but also prevents vacuum-lock. These medicine
cases open easily at any altitude, but only when they are supposed to open.
The main body of the case is equipped with a fully customizable insert covered with
210 Denier Oxford nylon. The insert’s padded dividers (made of half-inch PE foam)
have adjustable walls for customizing compartments to any size.
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Flexible hook-and-loop attachment points accommodate the most demanding
requirements. Adjustable walls plus convenient attachment equals extra protection
and superior inventory management. Our medicine cases are large enough to handle
the job, and small enough to transport with ease.
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Features:

• Superbly engineered medical equipment organization
system for healthcare professionals on the move.

• Lid’s clear pockets & hook-and-loop fasteners

allow secure storage as well as superior inventory
management.

• 210 Denier Oxford nylon Insert with padding and

flexible fasteners to support customization of the case’s
contents.

• Polymer O-ring provides a dust & water-proof seal.
• Automatic Gore-TEX® pressure equalization valve

stops moisture from entering the case, but also prevents
vacuum-lock.

• Double-throw latches engineered to tolerate up to 400
lb of pressure, yet open with a light pull.

• Features all-weather, sure-grip handle & reinforced
padlock protectors.

• SEL#: 09ME-01-BAGM

Dimensions:

• Exterior: H 8.5 in. x W 20.5 in. x D 17 in.
• Interior: H 7.6 in. x W 18.4 in. x D 14 in..
• Weight: 13 lb 12 oz

Superbly engineered medical
equipment organization system for
healthcare professionals on the move.

NOTE: Medical
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not included.

